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- Size of Dubai is comparable to the size of Rhode Island

- If UAE (Emirates), what do you call locals?  USA – American

- The World Happiness Report 2013 by UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network

rated UAE as 14, USA 17, Canada 6
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- Quote: Many leaders promise, we deliver. & Stagnation means regression, therefore, 

you should strive to develop. If you cannot, you should give up your place to others.

- At the early 90s e wanted all government agencies to have e-services called e-

governement.

- Few months ago, he asked that we move away from e-government to m-governemnt:

- To provide services to residents 24 hours

- Enhance living experience by making it easy to communicate with the 

government
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- 800 Tribe Members
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- It was an ambitious, costly, and visionary project. 
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- constructed in the late 1970s

- TEU (twenty-foot equivalent container units)

- Experience allowed the Launch of Dubai Ports World

- DP World operate more than 60 terminals across six continents (Vancouver, London, 

France, Australia)

- Mention P&O acquisition 
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- Government realized that Events could be a way to improve the economy
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- Accessibility: Located at the intersection of 3 continents, the UAE has one-third of the 

world within a direct 4-hour flight and two-thirds, just an 8-hour flight away. This allows 

Dubai, convenient access to over 2 billion people with an extended outreach to over 4.5 

billion people across continents.

- Venue Options: Many venues to execute events indoor and outdoor.  Recent events 

Justin Beiber, Jenifer Lopez, etc

- Infrastructure: Dubai Airport just surpassed London Heathrow airport as the busiest 

airport in the World. National Geographic is advertising a series just about this airport.  

In 2011 50M passenger, 2012 57M passengers and 2013 forecasted 65M passengers. 

Well connectedcity that get you from point A to point B .. Let is be light rail, taxi, sea 

taxis, busses. 367 million passengers used public transit in Dubai in 2012

- Dubai Bid Alliance: Pursuing a vision to make Dubai the world's leading 

destination for all major exhibitions, conferences.

- Retail: Has over 70 Malls, The Dubai Mall one of the largest malls in the world 

and announced as the most visited destination on earth last year and 2nd place 

after London in term of brands. 

- Cultural Sites: Interesting bedewin life that is being showcased and protected 

neighborhoods. Ask about the WIND

- Climate: HOT HOT, Visa report shows number of tourists from Russia peaks in the 

winter season. Dubai Beaches.
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- World Class Events: We will go through some in the coming slides

- Safety: Refer to Festival research of why they visit Dubai.
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- 4 Billion Dollars boost in the economy

- Total shopping spend during DSF 2012 rose from 2.4 billion dollars and 

accommodation spend at 760 Millions Dollars.
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- 4.36 million participants, contributing USD 3.3 Billion to the Dubai economy
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- The Most Beautiful Boat Race

- Encourage the building of dhows and maintain our heritage

- Marks the last leg of pearl diving and come home after spending months at sea

- Families will be waiting on the beach singing and welcoming the men back to the city

- 2.7 USD prizes
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- 18 Years

- Richest Horse Racing

- Usually complemented with concerts 

- Total of 13 countries participate (USA,UK, etc)

- Prizes Total USD 27 Millions and the top winner gets USD 9.7 Million

- Animal Kingdom won it early this year from USA  -- Still pay taxes?  ☺
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- Started in 1989

- Prices around USD 2.5 Million

- Winners includes Tiger Woods, Rory Mcllory, Ernie Els
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- Mission Impossible 3 was filmed in Dubai

- Strengthen the position of Dubai
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- Over 1,750 players will take part over three days.

- In its 44th years, started by European sailors and now one of the most important 

tournaments in the world

- 16 teams will be competing in the men’s tournament.

- 12 teams will be competing in the women’s event.
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- Started in 1993

- Consistently showcased the world's best players in competition:

- World No. 1 Novak Djokovic

- Roger Federer

- Rafael Nadal

- Venus Williams

- Mention Dubai Event strategy

- Create : Dubai Music Week, Dubai Food Festival

- Develop: Dubai Shopping Festival

- Acquire: To host
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- According to projections by Oxford Economics, Expo 2020 Dubai is expected to 

account for a total economic output of nearly USD 38.5 billion with 277,000 

employment opportunities being created between 2013 and 2021
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